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1. Attention is limited - we don’t 
meaningful process everything we see

2. Context matters – it influences our 
mental representations



Example of inattentional blindness

20 of 24 radiographers 
didn’t notice the gorilla

Drew, T., Võ, M. L. H., & Wolfe, J. M. (2013). The invisible gorilla strikes again sustained inattentional
blindness in expert observers. Psychological science, 24(9), 1848-1853.
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Figure SPM.1a and SPM.3a, IPCC AR5 WG1, 2013



Warning

When looking at graphs, people are often 
misled by extreme data points – short term 
fluctuations can obscure the long-term trend

To avoid errors, it is useful to ignore extreme 
data points to correctly identify the long-
term trend

Results: Warning influenced representations:

No warning:   Trend d’ = 0.251
Amplitude    d’ = 0.667

Warning: Trend            d’ = 0.504
Amplitude    d’ = 0.479

(n.s.)

(p =.008)

Harold, Coventry, Lorenzoni, Shipley, CogSci Society 2015
https://mindmodeling.org/cogsci2015/papers/0157/paper0157.pdf



Insert eye tracking example



Does the warning act on visual attention?

No warning: M = 1426 ms

Warning: M = 1919 ms

No warning: M = 1587 ms

Warning: M = 1525 ms

language      context      attention      relevant features

(p =.024) (n.s.)

Harold, Coventry, Lorenzoni, Shipley, CogSci Society 2015
https://mindmodeling.org/cogsci2015/papers/0157/paper0157.pdf



Handling complexity

What is complexity? … difficult to define and measure

Excess or disorganisation of 

information that can slow visual 

search and impair task 

performance

Rosenholtz, R., Li, Y., & Nakano, L. (2007). Measuring 
visual clutter. Journal of vision, 7(2), 17-17.

Visual complexity  visual clutter



Computational measures of clutter

Feature Congestion Subband Entropy Edge Density

Rosenholtz, R., Li, Y., & Nakano, L. (2007). Measuring 
visual clutter. Journal of vision, 7(2), 17-17.



Harold, Coventry, Lorenzoni, Shipley (2016). Poster presented at EARLI SIG2, Geneva CH.
http://easychair.org/smart-program/EARLISIG22016/2016-07-12.html#talk:22982

Strong agreement in participants’ rankings
(Kendall’s W = .473, χ2(9) = 161.63, p < .001)

Medium to large positive correlation for all graphics. 
(Tc = .399, p < .001 )

Large positive correlation for the seven abstract relational 
graphs. ( Tc = .622, p < .001)



Handling complexity

Low clutter and perceived to be 

easy to understand

IPCC AR5 WG1 SPM. Figure SPM.4

High clutter and perceived to be 

difficult to understand

IPCC AR5 WG1 SPM. Figure SPM.5

Harold, Coventry, Lorenzoni, Shipley (2016). Poster presented at EARLI SIG2, Geneva CH.
http://easychair.org/smart-program/EARLISIG22016/2016-07-12.html#talk:22982



Implications for communicating graphics of 
climate science to non-experts

Mental representations of graphics of data may 
not be accurate

Appropriate context can direct attention and 
influence the nature of representations

Visually complex images can come with a 
cognitive cost

Design of graphics should be informed by 
cognitive science Thank you!


